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Reading Assessment 
Key Performance 
Indicators

KPIs On-track for Expected Standard (EXS)

• Apply the knowledge of morphemes to read aloud 
and attempt to make sense of the new words.

•  Use dictionaries to check the meaning of words.

• Identify key words to look for when scanning a text to  
find information.

•  Infer characters thoughts and feelings.

•  Ask questions to improve understanding of the text.

• Read exception words.

• Recognise and discuss key themes and conventions.

• Use scanning to identify the main purpose of text.

•  Discuss the purpose of dialogue in narratives.

• Identify the narrators voice.

•  Identify different parts of a story structure.

•  Identify causal language and discuss with an 
appropriate context.

KPIs On-track for Greater Depth (GDS)

• Read aloud accurately and make sense of new words  
with confidence.

• Begin to understand what the writer is implying in a 
text.

• Identify main ideas from more than one paragraph.

• Discuss how the sequence of the story is expressed  
e.g. through conjunctions, adverbs and prepositional 
phrases.

•  Explain and reason about how vocabulary and 
grammar choices change when the form of the writing 
is changed with reference to audience and levels of 
formality.

•  Identify wider features within a genre and explain 
their purpose.

KPIs On-track for Expected Standard (EXS)

• Apply the knowledge of root words, prefixes and 
suffixes to read aloud and understand the meaning of 
new words.

• Read further exception words with unusual 
correspondences between spelling and sound

• Purposefully skim and scan a text to retrieve key 
information

• Use dictionaries to check the meaning if words and 
explain the meaning of these words in context

• Infer a character’s thoughts and feelings and feeling 
and justify their views.

• Draw a straightforward inference from independent 
reading beginning to explain thinking and returning to 
the text to support opinion.

• Identify language and structural features that create 
specific effects on the reader.

• Explain how dialogue is used to support 
characterisation.

• Identify how writers express a dilemma within a story.

• Explain features of non-chronological reports in a 
specific form e.g. leaflets and consider their purpose.

KPIs On-track for Greater Depth (GDS)

• Confidently identify and discuss themes and 
conventions in texts read.

• Use dictionaries to check the meaning of words 
and explain the meaning of these words in multiple 
contexts.

• Identify author viewpoint with reference to the text.

• Predict what might happen from details stated and 
attempt to predict from details implied.

• Discuss and reason about how language is used to 
capture the reader’s interest and create emphasis, 
humour, atmosphere or suspense.

• Begin to reason about how language and punctuation 
help to create specific effects on the reader.

• Explain how writers use different types of verbs to 
describe actions, thoughts and feelings.

• • Identify language of comparison and contrast.

KPIs Expected Standard (EXS)

• Apply knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes 
to both read aloud and to understand the meaning of 
new words.

• Read a range of exception words with confidence, 
explaining the links between spelling and sounds 
where these occur in the word.

• With some independence can skim and scan to 
retrieve information from a text.

• Draw inferences from reading with some reference to 
the text.

• Understand how writers use figurative and expressive 
language to create images and atmosphere, 
describing the effect on the reader.

• Predict what might happen from details stated and 
attempt to predict from details implied.

• Identify words and phrases that support additional 
detail for the reader or provide precise information; 
discuss the effect of these on the reader.

• Identify the structure of a story noting how 
paragraphs are structured to support cohesion.

• Identify and explain how dialogue is used to create 
characterisation and move the story on.

KPIs Greater Depth (GDS)

• Confidently draw inferences from independent 
reading and justify opinions with evidence from the 
text.

•  Justify views about a text using reasoning and 
explanation skills.

•  Justify inferences made about character’s thoughts 
and feelings by referring to and explaining both 
implicit and explicit information.

•  Identify and reason about distinctive language, 
structural and presentational features and 
demonstrate how these help the reader draw meaning 
from the text or help to structure the text.

• Identify and explain the viewpoint of the narrator or 
writer. 

• Reason about the effectiveness of persuasive 
language and persuasive techniques.


